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Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has been widely used in a variety of biomedical, analytical,
forensic and environmental investigations due to its chemical speciﬁcity, label-free nature combined with high
sensitivity. Here, we report a simple method for the fabrication of reproducible and reliable, well-deﬁned, stable
SERS substrates with uniform and giant Raman enhancement suitable for routine trace chemical analysis and
detection of biological compounds in complex biological ﬂuids. We prepared porous silicone (PS) surface by a
galvanostatic anodic etch of crystalline silicon wafers. The electrochemical process generates a speciﬁc layer of
PS: the thickness and porosity of a given layer is controlled by the current density, the duration of the etch cycle,
and the composition of the etchant solution. These substrates presented high sensitivity to p-mercaptobenzoic
acid (p-MBA) at a low concentration of 10− 6 M and the enhancement factor of over 108 was achieved. Such high
enhancement is attributed to semiconducting silicon-induced and stabilized hot spots. The uniform distribution
of SERS–active ‘hot-spots’ on the Au/Si surface results in high reproducibility towards detecting p-MBA at 40
diﬀerent, randomly selected positions on a single substrate (RSD = 6.7%) and on twenty diﬀerent SERS substrates prepared under identical conditions (RSD = 8%). Designed substrates allow the ultrahigh sensitive and
speciﬁc detection of human such bioﬂuids as blood, urine and cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) in a reliable, label-free,
and reproducible manner. The SERS spectra of these ﬂuids are rich in patient-speciﬁc information and can be
useful in many analytical and biomedical applications. We have shown that our developed SERS substrates allow
the nanomolar detection of neopterin (bacterial infections' marker) in cerebrospinal ﬂuid samples. In order to
test the performance of our SERS method in term of low detection limit (LOD), the calibration curve i.e. plot of
SERS intensity of the marker band at 695 cm− 1 versus the concentration of neopterin in CSF was constructed
and used to calculate the neopterin concentration in clinical samples. The level of neopterin was signiﬁcantly
higher in CSF samples infected by Neisseria meningitidis, (54 nmol/L), compared to normal (control) group,
(4.3 nmol/L).
The high sensitivity, selectivity and stability of obtained SERS-active substrates combined with simple, lowcost, and easy method of producing oﬀer a promising tool for SERS-based analysis in clinical trials.

1. Introduction
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a powerful optical
technique with high chemical speciﬁcity and sensitivity at trace concentration even down to single molecules [1–3]. The SERS eﬀect is
explained by the combination of an electromagnetic (EM) mechanism
and a chemical mechanism related to charge transfer (CT) between a
substrate and an adsorbed molecule [4]. The electromagnetic enhancement arises from the ampliﬁcation of light by excitation of surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) of the substrate. The chemical enhancement
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process involves the CT excitation between the frontier molecular orbitals of the adsorbate and the Fermi level of the metal substrate. This
excitation may occur if the excitation wavelength is resonant with the
metal-molecule charge transfer electronic states. There have been many
experimental demonstrations conﬁrming that of the two processes, the
EM mechanism usually plays a larger role in SERS enhancement [5,6].
Theoretically, the electromagnetic enhancement can reach factors of
103–1011, while the chemical enhancement factors up to 103 were
calculated [7,8]. The EM enhancement is associated with the ‘hot
spots’, which are spatially localized regions that exhibit extremely high
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ﬁeld enhancement. Hot spots are created in the gap between two nanoparticles [9], but also near sharp edges, tips, and e.g., crossed nanowires [10]. The extremely large EM enhancement produced by these
‘hot spots’ combined with chemical enhancement give a huge total
SERS cross-section, making single-molecule detection achievable. Additionally, the SERS technique oﬀers nondestructive, reliable, multiplex
and fast detection of analytes which leads to enormous applications of
this technique. SERS is powerful in studying nucleic acids and proteins
[11], therapeutic agents [12], drugs and trace materials [13], microorganisms [14], and cells [15]. The most notable recent advances in
SERS include innovative applications of bimolecular sensors for clinical
diagnosis of various diseases, such as breast [16] and prostate cancer
[17].
An ideal SERS substrate should exhibits a uniform and high enhancement factor (EF), chemical stability, and the possibility to be
produced cheaply and reproducibly. Although considerable development has been made towards improving and optimizing SERS substrates, the quantitative analysis of SERS and its practical applications
in clinical trials have been hampered by the lack of eﬀective SERS
substrates which would satisfy all the requirements mentioned above.
In general, a classical SERS substrate is based on Au and Ag, which have
localized surface plasmon resonances in the visible and near infrared
spectral regions. Silver nanostructures are most common and provide
the largest enhancement but suﬀer from oxidation. Gold nanostructures
are capable for use in numerous SERS applications, because of their
large enhancement, biocompatibility, well-established functionalization chemistry, and air-stability and low reactivity [18].
Many techniques have been developed and used to produce highly
uniform Ag and Au based SERS substrates optimized in size, shape, and
composition. The production schemes include electrochemical methods
[19] and colloidal suspension [20]. Recently, nanostructured surfaces
for SERS analysis are tailored using given materials with the desired
morphology (e.g. silicon, GaN) and then covered with gold or silver in
order to convert these supports into SERS-active surfaces [21,22]. Such
SERS substrates exhibit better nanostructure homogeneity with more
reproducible SERS signals across a large area of surface in comparison
to e.g., particle colloids. Generally, the electron-beam lithography [23],
and nanoimprinting lithography [24] have been widely used to produce
the materials of desired topology. Schmidt et al. [25,26] presented the
method of Ag-capped silicon nanopilars SERS substrates fabrication
using maskless lithography. Diebold [27] et al. reported the femtosecond laser-nanostructured silicon-based SERS substrates that exhibit
uniform and high enhancement factor.
However, these approaches have very high fabrication cost of producing large substrate surface area and is dedicated mainly to laboratory applications. A broad variety of silicon-based nanostructures have
been fabricated using wide ranges of plasma [28] and reactive ions
[29,30] etching procedures. Still, these methods do not solve the current crucial issue in SERS substrate fabrication e.g., the better the reproducibility is across a substrate then the lower the enhancement of
SERS signals can be usually recorded.
Nowadays, the tremendous eﬀorts are made to perform sensitive,
speciﬁc, and nondestructive SERS-based method for biological analysis,
at both the molecular (e.g., immunomarkers, proteins, metabolites) and
cellular levels (e.g., circulating tumor cells in blood). The blood plasma,
cerebrospinal ﬂuid and urine become very attractive as potential
sources of many biomarkers therefore their spectroscopic analysis is
crucial for development of biosensing applications of SERS technique.
In this paper we present a quick and easy method for producing the
large areas of nanostructured substrate that satisﬁed both high, uniform
enhancement factor and excellent reproducibility, since SERS hot spots
are eﬃciently coupled and stabilized through interconnection to the
semiconducting silicon substrates. A fabrication process has been developed using silicon ion etching method. A thin (30 nm) layer of gold
sputtered on the silicon nanostructures provides activity to the obtained
SERS platform.

The resultant SERS platforms show a very strong surface-enhancement factor (1 × 108), high stability (up to three months under ambient
conditions), and high reproducibility, which could be used in the design
of eﬃcient SERS-active platforms for analytical applications. These Au/
Si substrates exhibit good performance towards sensitive and reproducible SERS-based detection of complex human body ﬂuids such as
blood plasma, cerebrospinal ﬂuid and urine.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Chemicals and materials
p-Mercaptobenzoic acid (p-MBA) and phosphate-buﬀered saline
(PBS) packs (10 mM, pH = 7.2) from Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, UK) were
used without further puriﬁcation. Water (resistivity over 18 MΩ),
puriﬁed using a Milli-Q plus 185 system was used throughout the
process. In our experiments we used human blood and urine samples
from eight healthy volunteers available by courtesy of Regional Blood
Center in Warsaw, Poland. Informed consent was obtained from all
participants. All experiments were performed in compliance with the
relevant laws and institutional guidelines. The protocol of study was
approved by the Ethics and Bioethics Committee of Cardinal Stefan
Wyszynski University in Warsaw. The artiﬁcial cerebrospinal sample
ﬂuid (aCSF) with physiologically identical concentrations of salts was
purchased from Tocris Bioscience (Bristol, UK).
2.2. Instrumentation
2.2.1. Raman and SERS spectroscopy
Raman and SERS Spectroscopy measurements were carried out with
a Renishaw inVia Raman system equipped with a 785 nm diode laser.
The light from the laser was passed through a line ﬁlter and focused on
a sample mounted on an X–Y–Z translation stage with a 20 × microscope objective, NA = 0.25. The beam diameter was approximately
5 μm. The laser power at the sample was 5 mW or less. The microscope
was equipped with 1200 grooves per mm grating, cutoﬀ optical ﬁlters,
and a 1024 × 256 pixel Peltier-cooled RenCam CCD detector, which
allowed registering the Stokes part of Raman spectra with 5–6 cm− 1
spectral resolution and 2 cm− 1 wavenumber accuracy. The experiments were performed at ambient conditions using a back-scattering
geometry.
2.2.2. SEM measurements
SEM measurements were performed under high vacuum using the
FEI Nova NanoSEM 450 with an accelerating voltage from 2 kV to
10 kV.
2.2.3. AFM measurements
AFM measurements were carried out using the Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) technique (Bruker, Dimension Icon with Scan Asyst).
The Scanasyst-Air cantilever (silicon tip on nitride lever) was used for
this investigation carried out in contact mode. The spring constant of
the cantilevers used in the study was 0.4 N/m. Microscope was additionally protected from vibration by the use of an active table (Herzan
TS-140+ 40 Low Power). The whole system was placed in a chamber
(MBraun MB 200B) under dry argon atmosphere (O2 and
H2O < 0.1 ppm).
2.3. Collecting of SERS spectra
For the recording of spectra, the SERS platform was placed into a
chamber of 15 μl volume fabricated in polycarbonate. A 2 μl volume of
the analyte solution was applied with a microliter syringe. The recording of the spectra was started immediately after placing this
chamber under the microscope lens. During the period of at least
10 min, SERS spectra were repeatedly recorded, while at the same time,
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the focus of the laser beam was readjusted. The time required for
completing a single SERS spectrum was 4 s for p-MBA and 40 s for
biological species (i.e. blood, urine, cerebrospinal ﬂuid).
The obtained spectra were processed with an OPUS software
(Bruker Optic GmbH 2012 version). The spectra were smoothed with
Savitsky-Golay ﬁlter, the background was removed using baseline
correction, and then the spectra were normalized using a so-called MinMax normalization.
2.4. SERS substrate preparation
2.4.1. The ion etching procedure
Porous silicon samples were prepared by anodically etching p ++
type, B-doped, 〈100〉 oriented silicon with resistivity 0.012 mΩ cm
(Siltronix, Inc.) in a solution of 50% aqueous HF: organic solvent (3:1
by volume). The anodization was performed in a mixture of aqueous HF
and the following solvents: mixture of pentanol:butanol:ethanol, proportion of each solvents were 1.0:0.25:0.25 (v/v), next separately
propanol, isobutanol, acetonitrile, ethanol, tert-buthanol and butanol.
The solutions were prepared from analytical-grade chemicals. The HF
concentration was always the same in each solution. The anodization
current was supplied by a Keithley 238 high-precision constant current
source which is controlled by a computer to allow the formation of PS
multilayers. Diagram electrochemical cells used to produce porous silicon by electrochemical etching was shown on Fig. 1. Typical etch
parameters for a rugate structure involved a pseudosinusoidal current
waveform oscillating between 11.5 and 19.2 mA·cm− 2 with 50 repeats
and a periodicity of 18 s. Films were removed from the substrate using a
current pulse of 70 mA·cm− 2 for 40 s. Example of potential development in HF/EtOH was shown on Fig. 2. To prevent the photogeneration
of carriers, the anodization is performed in the dark. After formation
the samples are rinsed with pure ethanol and dried with argon gas and
immediately studied by Raman and SERS spectroscopy.

Fig. 2. Example of potential developments in HF/EtOH solutions. Black and intermittent
curves show the current density controlled by the galvanostat and the potential measured
by the reference electrode, respectively.

(see Section 2.2.3). Thin gold layers were deposited on silica by PVD
method. After sputtering the polished side of Si we partially removed
gold by stripping in many places to analyze the thickness of the edge of
vaporized layers.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of Au/Si surface
We prepared porous silicone (PS) surface by a galvanostatic anodic
etch of crystalline silicon wafers. The electrochemical process generates
a speciﬁc layer of PS: the thickness and porosity of a given layer is
controlled by the current density, the duration of the etch cycle, and the
composition of the etchant solution [5]. Structures approximating rugate ﬁlters [31] were prepared by applying a computer-generated
pseudo-sinusoidal current waveform to the etch cell, following previously published procedures [32,33]. The resulting multilayers were
removed from the substrate using a current pulse, and mechanically
agitated or ultrasonicated to create particles [34]. HF solutions containing mainly ethanol are often used for the preparation of mesoporous
silicon [35–37]. The role of alcohol in the electrolyte solution has been
thought that it helps to reduce the surface tension on the pore wall
resulting in the easy detachment of hydrogen gas that is formed during
the hole (h) oxidation scheme as written in following reaction [38].

2.4.2. Procedure of gold sputtering
To sputter a layer of gold we used the PVD equipment from Leica,
model EM MED020. The gold target was obtained from Mennica Metale
Szlachetne, Warsaw, Poland. The size of the target was 54 mm in diameter, 0.5 mm thickness and gold purity was 5 N. The vacuum during
the gold sputtering was on the level of 10− 2 mbar. The sputtering
current was 25 mA. After the deposition process the samples were
placed into a sterile Petri dish. Six diﬀerent thicknesses of gold (10, 30,
50, 100, 200 and 300 nm) were tested to ﬁnd optimal conditions for
SERS enhancement. The thickness of the layer was determined via AFM

Fig. 1. Schemes of electrochemical cells used to produce porous silicon by electrochemical etching.
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Si + 4HF2− + h+ → SiF62 − + 2HF + H2 + e−

(Fig. 3, picture IV). However, too high conductivity of HF:solvent
system leads to lower porosity. The highest porosity of silicon wafers
was achieved when n-butanol and isobutanol were used in HF-solvent
system.

By contrast, many groups have focused on the role of organic solvents in the formation of macroporous silicon [35,39–41] whose pore
size is from several micrometers/nanometers to tens of micrometers. It
has revealed that organic solvents have a strong impact on the formation of macroporous/mesoporous silicon [38,42,43]. In pore formation,
it has reported that the surface of growing pore tips is covered with
oxidized silicon, while the pore wall is terminated with SieH bonds
[32]. This means that bare (H-terminated) and oxidized silicon coexist
on the pore wall surface of macroporous silicon. Understanding the
aﬃnity of organic solvents to macroporous silicon surface is thus highly
complicated. On the other hand, the wall of porous silicon prepared in a
high concentration of HF (~ 20 wt%) is not oxidized at all [44]. The
analysis of the aﬃnity between pore size and wall and an organic solvent must be much more straightforward than the case of macroporous/
mesoporous silicon [43]. Moreover we do not have any information in
terms of impact of various solvents in HF solution to create porous
surface which can be used in SERS analysis. In our study we have developed seven procedures which were described in Table 1.
Fig. 3 shows the representative SEM images (for two diﬀerent
magniﬁcations) of Au–coated PS surfaces (30 nm of gold) obtained by
seven procedures. As can be seen the etching of the silicon creates
porous, 3D structure. PS samples (I, II, III, V, VI, VII) revealed similar
morphology in electron microscope, whereas substantial diﬀerences
were observed for samples (IV) prepared at acetonitrile solution and
sample (VIII) – control Si ⟨100⟩ surface. The characteristic length of the
Au–coated PS samples (I, II, III, V, VI, VII) on the very top of the PS is in
the range 50 nm to 150 nm, but the size of obtained nanostructures is
signiﬁcantly decreased to the range of 50–70 nm in the case of sample
(VII). Sample (IV) does not possess porous structure, close examination
of the sample (IV) and control sample (VIII) reveals that the sample (IV)
was slightly etched only on the surface. SEM image at high magniﬁcation shows randomly placed several gold aggregates, with size
20–30 nm in diameter.
The inﬂuence of solvent in HF: solvent system (Table 1) on porous
silicone formation during electrochemical eating can be explained by
divergence in conductivity of used HF solution systems [35,39,42,45].
Water solutions of HF are characterised by a very high conductivity,
around several hundred mS·cm− 1 but HF solutions in alcohols or
oxygen free solvent for instance acetonitrile, are characterised by much
lower conductivity. Therefore the water solutions of HF are not used to
obtain porous silicone surface in terms of speed of the process and lack
of control of the process. There is some correlation between conductivity and HF:solvent system. Generally we observe decrease of
conductivity of HF:solvent system with increase of carbon amount in
used alcohol [42,45]. Moreover the conductivity is dramatically lower
in oxygen free solvents. For instance the conductivity of HF:methanol
solution (1:1.7 v/v) is around 54 mS·cm− 1 but the same solution where
methanol was replaced by tert-buthanol is around 37 mS·cm− 1 and for
acetonitrile it is below 5 mS·cm− 1 [35,45]. Based on SEM analysis
(Fig. 3) we observe that too low conductivity of solvent like acetonitrile
used for silicone etching is not enough to obtain proper porous structure

3.2. SERS properties of Au/Si substrate
For evidence of SERS performance of prepared Au/Si substrates,
molecule p-mercptobenzoic acid (p-MBA) was used to estimate their
sensitivity and reproducibility. Due to the electronic oﬀ-resonant
properties [46], p-MBA is adequate for multiwavelength studies. The
recorded SERS signal intensities of p-MBA depend on the plasmonic
characteristic of the SERS substrate. Moreover, the p-MBA molecules
eﬃciently bind to the top gold layer of SERS-active surface through its
thiol groups enables strong and stable SERS response.
In the ﬁrst step, in order to examine the SERS sensitivity of the Au/
Si substrates the enhancement factors (EF) for p-MBA we calculated.
The obtained normal Raman and SERS spectra are depicted in Fig. S2.
The Au/Si substrate was incubated in 9.0 mL of 1.0 × 10− 6 M p-MBA
solution in water for 60 min and then washed with deionized water.
The Raman bands at 708, 796, 1072, 1176, 1474 and 1588 cm− 1 are
typical for p-MBA [47], and can be treated as a ﬁngerprint of this
molecule. Table S1 summarizes band assignments for the normal
Raman spectrum of p-MBA and its SERS spectrum. The surface enhancement factor for p-MBA was calculated according to the following
equation:

EF =

ISERS NNR
INR NSERS

(1)

where NSERS and NNR refer to the number of molecules adsorbed on the
SERS probe within the laser spot area and the number of molecules
probed by regular Raman spectroscopy, respectively. ISERS and INR
correspond to the SERS intensity of p-MBA on the modiﬁed surface and
to the normal Raman scattering intensity of p-MBA in the bulk. INR and
ISERS were measured at 1072 cm− 1.
The crucial parameters for the quantitative analysis of the spectra
are the laser spot area and the eﬀective illuminated volume. The latter
has been estimated using a formula recommended by Renishaw:

V = 3.21 × λ3 (f /D)

(2)

where f is the microscope objective focal length and D denotes the eﬀective laser beam diameter at the objective back aperture. For our setup,
V = 2012 ≈ 2 × 103 μm3. The laser beam diameter, deﬁned as twice the
radius of a circle encompassing the area with 86% of the total power was
about 5 μm; approximately the same values were obtained from the experimentally obtained laser spot image and from the theoretical formula
(4λf / πD). Assuming the volume in a shape of a cylinder with the diameter of 5 μm leads to the eﬀective height of 100 μm. This value was
conﬁrmed by recording Raman spectra of Si while varying the distance
from the focal plane. The SERS samples were prepared by dipping the
substrate in 9.0 mL of 1.0 × 10− 6 M solution of p-MBA. The number of
molecules
contained
in
the
solution
was
5.4 × 1015

Table 1
Ion etching procedures used for preparation of PS.
Procedure ID

Solvent name

Solvent composition

HF concentration
[mol l− 3]

Ion etching parameters

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Pentanol:butanol:ethanol
n-Propanol
Isobutanol
Acetonitrile
Ethanol
tert-Butanol
n-Butanol
Control sample: Si wafer

1.0:0.25:0.25 (v/v)
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
–

18.7

Pseudo sinusoidal current waveform oscillating between 11.5 and 19.2 mA·cm− 2
with 50 repeats and a periodicity of 18 s.

–

–
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Fig. 3. SEM images of SERS-active platforms obtained by procedures described in Table 1. Etched silicon was covered with 30 nm layer of gold using PVD technique as described in
Section 2.4.2.

(6.02 × 1023 molecules/mol × 9.0 × 10− 3 L × 1.0 × 10− 6 mol/
L = 5.4 × 1015 molecules). The surface area irradiated by the laser beam
(5 μm in diameter) was 19.6 μm2 (3.14 × 2.5 μm2 = 19.6 μm2). The
surface of our samples was 20 mm2. Therefore, about 4.2 × 109 molecules
were present in the laser beam spot. The normal Raman spectrum was
observed for a cell ﬁlled with a pure p-MBA acid (154.19 g·mol− 1; density
of 1.06 g·cm− 3). The eﬀective illuminated volume for our setup is
2 × 103 μm3. Under these conditions, NNR = 8.1 × 1012 molecules were
irradiated by the laser. From these data of the relative intensity and the
number of molecules sampled from the regular Raman and SERS measurements, the enhancement factor was calculated to be about 4.2 × 107.
The achieved level of enhancement makes this method of SERS platform
fabrication a promising strategy for practical SERS applications.
SERS eﬃciency depends on surface morphology. We have tuned and
optimized an etching ion processes by controlling the current density,
the duration of the etch cycle, and the composition of the etchant solution (seven diﬀerent procedures, see Table 1) to obtain a speciﬁc PS
with appropriate nanostructures.
SERS spectra of p-MBA molecules adsorbed from 10− 6 M aqueous
solution onto these seven obtained surfaces (Fig. 3) have been recorded
and presented in Fig. 4. Also, the enhancement factor for each surface
(named from A to H) was calculated using Eq. (1) and presented in
Table 2. The morphology of Au-coated PS (surface G) corresponds to the
optimal size of nanostructures (50–70 nm) for the LSPR resonance [48],
which results in the highest EF (Table 2). This huge value of the EF (108) is
additionally ampliﬁed by the high eﬃcient hot spots coupling and stabilization via interconnection to the semiconducting silicon [49].
Prior the SERS measurements the silicon nanostructures were
coated with gold by PVD process to achieve the activity of the

fabricated surfaces. The deposited ﬁlm thickness determines the density
and the size of gold particles formed on the surface [50]. Fig. 5 shows
the dependence between the intensity of the 1072 cm− 1 band and the
thickness of the deposited gold ﬁlm. The 10 nm gold layer was not
suﬃciently thick to obtain the appropriate SERS signal of the analyte
(p-MBA and bioﬂuids). The AFM images (see Fig. S1 in Supplementary
materials) revel island-type covering of the surface of the silicon. Both,
30 nm and 50 nm layer of gold (Fig. S2) create an optimal size and
distribution of gold particles for plasmon resonance eﬀect for 735 nm
excitation. The intensity of the marker bond at 1072 cm− 1 signiﬁcantly
decreases with the increase of the gold thickness up to 1500 cps (counts
per second) for 300 nm thick layer of Au. The correlation of the decrease of the intensity of the signal with increasing of the Au thickness
layer is a result of change of the morphology of the surface of porous
silicon: thicker layer of gold decrease porosity and roughness of the
silicon, and lead to gold nanostructures at the size bigger than optimal
for LSPR resonance [48] (see SEM images in Fig. 3).
To summarize: (i) the etching procedure VII (Table 1, Fig. 4) and (ii)
30 nm thickness of the Au metal ﬁlm result the optimal morphology of
silicon nanostructures for SERS applications. This optimized structure
(G) has been used for further studies.
In the case of Si nanostructures covered with 30 nm of gold we
observed the highest SERS enhancement and this thickness was applied
for further experiments. Additionally, the SERS eﬃciency of this particular substrate has been tested at two another excitation wavelength
e.g. 532 and 632.5 nm. Table S1 shows the intensities of representative
SERS spectra of p-MBA adsorbed onto Au/Si substrates collected at the
three excitation wavelengths 532, 632.8, and 725 nm, respectively. As
can be seen, the marker bond at 1072 cm− 1 shows an increase in SERS
212
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Fig. 5. The SERS intensity bands of the 1072 cm− 1 with varying Au metal thickness
(10 nm, 30 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm and 300 nm) for surface (G). The low intensity of
the band 1072 cm− 1 is the result of non-continuous cover of the surface of Si by Au layer
(see Supporting materials for AFM results).

Fig. 4. SERS spectra of p-MBA recorded from seven diﬀerent SERS substrates with varying
morphology (according to procedures described in Table 1). Experimental conditions:
5 mW of 785 nm excitation, 2 × 2 s acquisition time. Each SERS spectrum was averaged
from seven measurements in diﬀerent places of SERS surface. The p-MBA spectra have
been baseline corrected and shifted vertically for better visualization.

Table 2
The EF factors for SERS-active substrate obtained during seven diﬀerent procedures of
silicon etching (Table 1).
ID of etching procedure (Table 1) and corresponding
SERS-active surface presented in Fig. 3

Enhancement factor (EF)

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII (ref.)

1.2 × 106
4.4 × 106
1.2 × 108
1.7 × 104
3.5 × 106
2.2 × 107
3.7 × 108
2.2 × 102

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Fig. 6. The representative two-dimensional SERS spectra of p-MBA (10− 6 M) recorded
from 40 diﬀerent spots on the SERS surface (G) using mapping mode. The spectra were
collected over a distance of 1 mm with 10 μm steps (40 spectra are shown). Each point in
the map was recorded using 5 mW of 785 nm excitation with 2 s integration times.

Bold data corresponds to the most sensitive SERS platform used in further experiments.

intensity ranging from 532 to 785 nm. As described in literature [51],
the reﬂectance spectra of SERS substrates can typically reveal far-ﬁeld
electromagnetic enhancement mechanisms, whereast the near-ﬁeld
modes detect the intense long-wavelength resonance (700–800 nm) and
explain these experimental results. Additionally, the use of this nearinfrared excitation is the typical strategy for SERS analysis of biological
samples as provides a compromise between signal level and background
ﬂuorescence [52,53] and therefore has been used for biological ﬂuids
analysis.

are enhanced strongly at each acquisition point. To get statistically
meaningful results, the relative standard deviation (RSD) was calculated for the same band at 1072 cm− 1 and equaled 6.7%. The reproducibility of the SERS signals recorded from diﬀerent samples prepared using the same method was also tested. We collected 20 spectra
from 20 diﬀerent (separately fabricated) SERS platforms. The achieved
RSD was 8%, which clearly indicates that the prepared SERS substrate
can be considered as a highly reproducible SERS platform. The obtained
RSD value for our substrates is comparable to the RSD value of a
commercial substrate Klarite (RSD = 14%). So far, the quantitative
analysis of SERS and its practical applications in clinical trials have
been hampered by irreproducible production of SERS substrate e.g.
variation in surface roughness and SERS signals.
The stability of a SERS substrate determines the range of its practical applications in chemical and biological analysis. The crucial
parameters are the stability against oxidation for an extended period of
time. Fig. 7 illustrates the SERS spectra of p-MBA recorded on a freshly

3.3. Stability and reproducibility of the SERS substrate
The reproducibility of recorded signals is one of the crucial parameter for bio-analytical and medical analysis. To verify the signal reproducibility the SERS intensity over a large area of the optimized SERS
substrate (G), SERS spectra of p-MBA molecules (10− 6 M) were collected. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the Au/Si substrate (G) exhibits very
good SERS sensitivity and reproducibility. The Raman spectra of p-MBA
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Raman Intensity (a.u.)

1072

863, 1215, and 1446, 1562 and 1609 cm− 1), as well as signals assigned
to globin vibrations (638, 716, 904, 1002, 1027, 1257, and
1342 cm− 1), and some others, which may include contribution from
proteins and lipids (956, 1104, 1128, 1257, 1562 cm− 1). The observed
SERS vibrational frequencies of liquid whole human blood (Fig. 8a) and
their corresponding vibrational assignments are summarized in Table 3.
Urine is an human bioﬂuids produced during the elimination of
numerous bioproducts of the metabolism from the bloodstream [59].
The most important component of urine is water and urea. Beside these,
urine contains small amount of creatinine, uric acid, and albumin [60].
To explore the SERS potential of our developed substrate the human
urine samples were investigated. Fig. 8b presents the representative
SERS spectrum from 40 randomly selected spots of SERS-active surface
C. The most intensive band at 1002 cm− 1 corresponds to the NeCeN
stretching vibrations of the urea molecule, conﬁrming that this band
can be directly used for urea analysis. Another bands at 623 cm− 1
(O]CeN deformation), 809 cm− 1 (creatinine), 1134 cm− 1 (CeN
stretching), 1376 cm− 1 (tryptophan vibration), and 1589 cm− 1 (ring
stretching) [61] can be also identiﬁed as human urine. The vibrational
frequencies of the bands observed in recorded SERS spectrum of urine
and the bands assignments are listed in Table 4.
As can be seen from Fig. 8c the good quality of SERS spectra were
also obtained for cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) samples deposited on a
sample D. CSF often called as liquor, is clinically used as a diagnostic
ﬂuid for diseases such as meningitis [62,63], myelitis and multiple
sclerosis [64]. CSF of healthy patient contains no erythrocytes and up to
ﬁve leukocytes per microliter [65]. As can be seen in Fig. 1a the intensive bands at 729, 1134, 1329, 1612 cm− 1 were assigned to vibrations of the nucleic bases of DNA and lipids [66]. The features at 1470,
1250, and 1006 cm− 1 are associated to the CH2 deformation, the amide
III, the symmetric ring breathing bands of phenylalanine and protein,
and CeC stretching, respectively [67]. Aromatic amino acid residues,
phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan were expected to have bands
at 1006, 625, 659, 866, and 1243 cm− 1.

b

a

900

1000

1100

1200

Wavenumber /cm-1
Fig. 7. SERS spectra of p-MBA recorded on (a) freshly prepared Au/Si surface (G) and (b)
on the Au/Si surface (G) stored for three months under ambient conditions. Experimental
conditions: 5 mW of 785 nm excitation, 2 × 2 s acquisition time. Each SERS spectrum
was averaged from 15 measurements at diﬀerent places across the SERS surface.

prepared Au/Si surface (Fig. 7a) and on a surface exposed to air for six
weeks. Considering the 1072 cm− 1 band as a reference, the intensity of
p-MBA was reduced approximately by only 3% after three months of
storing the surface under atmospheric conditions (Fig. 7b). Such high
stability and reproducibility enables the quantitative SERS studies of
numerous biomolecules and improves the SERS potential in real applications.
To summarize, all of these results show an excellent sensitivity,
reproducibility, and stability of obtained SERS substrate (G) and are
highly promising for the detection biological species.

3.5. Analytical performance of Au/Si substrate
In order to validate the performance of our SERS surface in terms of
analytical sensitivity and low detection limit (LOD) the concentration
dependence of neopterin (bacterial infections' marker) in cerebrospinal
ﬂuid (CSF) has been examined. Neopterin (NP), a pyrazonopyrimidine
compound is synthesized from guanosine triphosphate by human
monocytes and macrophages after stimulation by interferon gamma
(IFN-γ) derived from antigen-activated T lymphocytes [68]. The high
level of neopterin is associated with viral (hepatitis A, B, and C, Cytomegalo, measles, rubella, inﬂuenza) and bacterial infections [69], cardiovascular disease [70], insulin resistance [71], and some tumors [72].
Bacterial meningitis might be associated with both elevated serum and
cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) neopterin levels compared to controls. Additionally, neopterin is a small molecule which is biologically and
chemically stable in body ﬂuids, gives strong SERS signals and therefore
can be applied for label–free measurements in the laboratory using the
Raman technique [73]. In our studies the normal CSF (from healthy
patent) and the CSF samples infected by Neisseria meningitidis have been
analyzed. The calibration curve i.e. plot of SERS intensity of the marker
band of neopterin at 695 cm− 1 versus the concentration of neopterin in
CSF (artiﬁcially added) was constructed and used to calculate the
neopterin concentration in clinical samples (Fig. S4). The samples of
neopterin in CSF with diﬀerent concentrations, reﬂecting clinically relevant neopterin titers, (0–100 nmol/L) were prepared.
In the linear region the calibration curve was ﬁtted as y = 0.0899x
and the correlation coeﬃcient (R2) was 0.997. For the linear calibration
curve, it was assumed that the SERS intensity at 695 cm− 1 (y) is linearly related to the concentration of neopterin (x). The low detection
limit (LOD) was estimated using the signal-to-noise method [74]. The
calculated level of neopterin was signiﬁcantly higher in CSF samples

3.4. Label-free SERS analysis of human bioﬂuids
In clinical practice, the human bioﬂuids such as blood, plasma,
urine, saliva, and cerebrospinal ﬂuids are the main objectives to obtain
diagnostic information. The bioﬂuids possess a vest amount of patient–speciﬁc information that can be used to describe the local
pathologies as well as systemic diseases, detection and monitoring of
drug compliance and response, monitoring baseline on speciﬁc biomarkers [54]. The label-free SERS analysis of bioﬂuids is essential for
the development of novel, rapid, inexpensive, and in-point of care detection and monitoring of various biological ﬂuids. The results of this
study demonstrate the potential of our developed SERS-active surface
(G) to examine such complex chemical mixture as the blood, urine and
cerebrospinal ﬂuids. Human blood (and its liquid component plasma or
serum) is routinely collected as clinical specimens from patients.
Before SERS measurements, the normal Rama spectra of all analyzed samples: the whole blood plasma, urine, and cerebrospinal ﬂuid
are recorded to allow a comparison with the corresponding, subsequently described 785 nm excited SERS spectra of these ﬂuids. Fig. S3
presents the representative Raman spectra of investigated human bioﬂuids. The observed Raman vibrational frequencies of liquid whole
human blood (Fig. S3a), and their corresponding vibrational assignments are discussed in Supplementary materials and summarized in
Table 3.
Fig. 8 shows the SERS spectrum of whole human blood plasma
placed onto optimized SERS-active surface (G).
The SERS spectrum display many bands typical for porphyrin (796,
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Table 3
Observed Raman and SERS vibrational bands of whole human blood (liquid droplet) at 785 nm and their assignments [55–58]. Vibrations: n – valence, d – deformation, g – deformation
(out of plane).
SERS ν (cm− 1)

Raman ν (cm− 1)

Vibrational mode

Assignment

638
716
796
863
904
956
1002
1027
1104
1127
1215
1257

641
738

CeS stretch
d(COO−)
n(pyr breathe), n6
g(CmH)
CeC stretch
CeC stretch
Indole asymmetric ring breathe
in plane ring CH deform
CeN, CeC stretch
CeN, CeC stretch
d(CmH), n13 or n42
CH2 wagging
d(CH2/CH3)6
g(CmH), n21
CH2 wagging
CH2 scissoring
CH3 deformation
d(CH2/CH3)
CH and ring

Globin and cellular components (cysteine)
Globin and cellular components (amino-acids)
Porphyrin
Porphyrin
Globin and cellular components (glutamic acid, isoleucine, threonine, lysine)
Globin and cellular components (proteins)
Globin and cellular components (phenylalanine)
Globin and globin and cellular components (phenylalanine)
Globin and cellular components (proteins, lipids)
Globin and cellular components (proteins)
Porphyrin
Globin (glutamic acid) and cellular components (proteins, lipids: amide iii)

1003
1025
1128
1220
1252

1286
1326
1342

1284

1446
1488
1562
1609

1446

1342

Porphyrin
Globin and cellular components (phenylalanine, glutamic acid, serine, methionine, histidine)
Globin and cellular components - glutamic acid, aspartic acid, asparagine, glutamine; - alanine, leucine,
valine, isoleucine
Globin and porphyrin
Tryptophan
Porphyrin (skeletal mode) and cellular components
Porphyrin

1569

600

Vibrational mode

Assignment

609

Anti-symmetric stretching
vibration of PO34 −
O]CeN deformation
CeC stretching vibration
CeOeH twist vibration
symmetric stretching vibration
of PO34 −
CeN stretching vibration
HeCeN twist and rock
Ring breathing modes/CeH
twist vibration
Ring stretches

Cholesterol ester/nucleic
acids
Uric acid
Albumin
D-Galactosamine
Hydroxyproline

1006
1134
1376
1589

1609

1562

SERS ν (cm− 1)

623
809
889
959

1612

1470

1589

1376

1100
Wavenumber / cm-1

1446

1326
1342

1215

1002
956

863

716

638

a

1127

1006
1096
1128
1134
1234
1250
1329

729
659

b
573

Raman Intensity (a.u.)

809

1134

623

609

Table 4
Observed vibrational bands of urine (liquid droplet) at 785 nm and their assignments
[61]. Vibrations: n – valence, d – deformation, g – deformation (out of plane).

1002

c

Urea
Phenylalanine
Tryptophan
Phenylalanine

the easy, simple (two steps), and low-cost procedure for reproducible
large scale fabrication of new SERS substrates was established.
Our experimental results indicate that this SERS-active substrate
with its strong surface-enhancement factor, high stability and reproducibility can be used for label–free SERS detection in both, biological and non-biological samples. For p-mercaptobenzoic acid the enhancement factor (EF) of the Raman signal on a Si/Au surface (G) was
estimated as high as 108. The SERS measurement reﬂects the excellent
reproducibly of these substrates, both between platforms and across the
single platform.
Moreover, our developed SERS substrates oﬀer a rapid, sensitive,
high-throughput, suitable for point-of-care analysis of human bioﬂuids
such as blood, urine, and cerebrospinal ﬂuid. In clinical practice, these
ﬂuids provide the main medical information, that can be utilized for
diagnostic purposes. As an example, our results illustrate the potential
of Au/Si SERS substrate for detection of neopterin (immune marker) in
cerebrospinal ﬂuids samples.

1600

Fig. 8. Average SERS spectra of (a) whole human blood, (b) cerebrospinal ﬂuids and (c)
urine obtained onto optimized SERS-active Au/Si surface (G). Mean spectra were averaged over 30 spectra from diﬀerent spots. Experimental conditions: 5 mW of 785 nm
excitation, 4 × 10 s acquisition time. The SERS spectra have been baseline corrected and
shifted vertically for better visualization.

infected by Neisseria meningitidis, (54 nmol/L), compared to normal
(control) group, (4.3 nmol/L). The deeper SERS analysis of normal ad
infected CSF samples is presented in the Supplementary materials.
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